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IoTマルウェア感染解析における通信形態及びアップリンク
速度の推定手法

黄　緒平1,2,a) 望月　俊輔3,b) 吉岡　克成2,c)

概要：近年，IoT機器を狙ったサイバー攻撃が増加している．マルウェアに感染した機器が踏み台として

悪用され，不正な無線通信を大量に発生させる恐れがある．本研究はマルウェア感染による不正無線通信

を抑制するため，収集した感染ログデータを解析し，IP アドレスから通信形態及びアップリンク通信速

度を推定する手法を提案する．具体的に，GeoIP2 Connection Type DBによる有線無線判定と自律シス

テム（AS）番号を組み合わせてアドレスブロックを分割し，それぞれの範囲で Network Diagnostic Tool

（NDT）の計測データと紐づけを行い，アップリンク通信速度を推定するメカニズムである．また，提案

手法を IoTハニーポットの実測値に適用し，接続形態を特定した後，無線通信の平均アップリンク推定速

度が 40.6Mbpsになり，プロバイダーの公称データと概ね合致した．

キーワード：IoTハニーポットログ，無線削減，通信形態推定，アップリンク通信速度

IoT Malware Infection Analysis for Network Identification and Uplink
Speed Estimation

Abstract: IoT botnets such as Mirai and its variants continue to evolve and keep consuming network re-
sources, especially valuable radio resources. We show our approach to estimate the radio resources wasted by
the IoT botnets. This paper proposes a cellular threats identification mechanism to identify the connection
types, and to estimate the wireless uplink speed using IoT honeypot log, aiming developing a novel system
to simulate the threat, by crosschecking Connection Type Database of Maxmind’s GeoIP2, a well-known
industrial resource for IP address related information, with uplink speed measurement data. Mobile Network
Identification is approached by dividing IP addresses into IP ranges using Autonomous System (AS) num-
bers, combining the reverse DNS lookup solution. Network diagnostic tool database using IP ranges is used
to calculate the uplink speed. To evaluate and verify the precision of the proposed method, we analyzed the
IoT honeypot log as an alternation target application. The connection types are classified as ”Cable/DSL”,
”Corporate”, and ”Cellular”, and the maximum average uplink speed of cellular connection of the infected
IPs is 40.6 Mbps, which is aligned with the average uplink speed of smartphone users of Softbank survey as
32 Mbps. Connection types and uplink speed is available using IP address as the input data by the proposed
method, which may be used to estimate the attack scale.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

With the high development of wireless devices and cel-

lular communication techonologies, IoT connected devices

are being daily used, and botnets have been a threat to

cyber-security.From the first botnet that appeared, mak-

ing advantageous of intelligent and stealthy propagation,
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distributed and large scale attacks, botnet has become

one of the ideal platforms for malicious activities for cy-

ber attacks. Symantec has reported more than 6,798,338

bots detected in 2019, and 85% of spam is from bot-

net [1]. Ubiquitous IoT devices enhance the daily live

and improve the efficiency of business based on mobile

communication services, however, they also probably be

vulerability against DDoS attacks and cyber crimes [2,3].

Malware-infected devices can be used as a bastion host

to generate a large amount of unauthorized wireless com-

munication. There are increasing concerns regarding pro-

tecting IT infrastructure to mitigate the waste of cellular

communication resources from these attacks.

Due to the increasing popularity of the Internet of

Things (IoT), which connects every piece of equipment

to the internet to facilitate the communicationThe emer-

gence of IoT malicious attacks introduces a vast ecosys-

tem of new cellular communication with ubiquitous IoT

devices. While ubiquitous IoT devices are as the prime

targets as the cyber sabotage, such as DoS attack, which

waste most of the IT communication resources. Most cur-

rent cellular IoT services run over 4G cellular networks,

and with the forecasted deployment of billions of IoT de-

vices, the traffic characteristics of IoT devices are very

different from those of smartphones and can enhance the

risk for resource consumption.

Many industrial security schemes have been proposed to

monitor the attacks from malicious attacks, and concerns

IP spoofing and masquerade, such as the research results

in NICT’s work in Japan [4], which supplies a real-time

monitoring of malicious attacks from variable devides, in-

cluding the IP address of attack, detination IP, DNS. Us-

ing these monitering log, ATR Wave Engineering Labora-

tories developed a network type estimation method using

RTT response time and port scanning [5,6]. Additionally,

uplink speed of network is widely used to estimate the

pattern of data trasmition [7], and to calculate the scale

of malicious access to abuse the Internet resources [8], etc.

As a reference, uplink speed is anlysis in alternative con-

ventional works [9–16].

1.2 Scenario of usecase and contribution

We aim to develop a simulation against malicious

attacks (DoS) mainly from ubiquitous wireless dev-

ides, which observes the wireless resources consumption

through wireless attack.

As the priliminary process, we develop the mobile net-

work identification method in this paper to identify the

図 1 IP addresses available in APNIC

図 2 Illustration of crosschecking method

connection types of infected devices via IP addresses, and

then to calculate the uplink speed of the traffic of attacks

by analyzing the infection IoT honeypot log. The uplink

speed is then used to simulate the ratio of mitigated radio

resourses abused by unauthorized celullar communication

caused by malware infection.

The main contribution of this paper is that: (1) we pro-

posed a novel Mobile Network Identification to classify the

connection types the infected devices in IoT honeypot log

with a particular IP is from the Celullar or Cable/DSL by

using reverse DNS lookup for DoS attack monitering; and

(2) we estimate the uplink speed of the access by using

the mobile access datasets, as a preliminary research for

simulation of communication resource reduce by cutting

off malicious access from DoS attacks.

The details of the proposed model will be discussed in

Section 2. The results of celullar identification and uplink

speed of communication are discussed in Section 3, and

Section 4 concludes.

表 1 Mobile network identification results of attackers in IoT

honeypot log

Connection # of IP # of AS # of Network

Type addresses Blocks

Cable/DSL 759 (76.3%) 225 (77.9%) 382 (72.6%)

Corporate 224 (22.5%) 56 (19.4%) 134 (25.5%)

Cellular 8 (0.8%) 4 (1.4%) 6 (1.1%)

Unknown 4 (0.4%) 4 (1.4%) 4 (0.8%)

Total 995 289 526

表 2 Correct ratio of mobile network identification

Numbers of IP Correct Ratio

Correct (Cellular) 39,655 99.5%

Incorrect (Cable/DSL) 212 0.5%
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図 3 Uplink speed of the correct and incorrect results for cel-

lular connection by the proposed methods

図 4 Connection types and ISP results of IoT honeypot log

analylsis

図 5 Nations detected by IPs from IoT honeypot log

2. Mobile Network Identification and

Uplink Speed Estimation

The proposed the crosschecking mechanism, aiming to

moniter attacks from malware and malicious access using

the ubiquitous IoTdevices, including the ISP and infected

hosts identification for the network identification, uplink

speed estimation, and IoT botnet’s scope estimation from

DoS attacks. Particularly, uplink speed estimation can be

used to monitoring the infected hosts, which could be used

to estimate the scope of the darknet. Furthermore, uplink

speed is an essential parameter to be referred when we

try to simulate the effectiveness of infection notification

measurements. Thus, the proposed mechanism includes

two functions for mobile network identification, and up-

図 6 Uplink speed detected by different types from IoT honey-

pot log

link speed estimation.

2.1 Mechanism for mobile network identification

We use Maxmind’s GeoIP2 to decide which IP address

ranges provide mobile communication services. More

specifically, we use Connection Type Database that pro-

vides network connection types such as ”Cable/DLS”,

”Corporate”, ”Cellular” for each IP address range. We

also use GeoLite2 ASN Database to map IP address ranges

to ASN. Finally, each address range is assigned ASN and

connection type. Furthermore, we did the survey to check

the coverage ratio of GeoIP database for IP addresses,

which is being used in domastic Japan, by referring the

IP addresses released in APNIC [17] as the preliminary

step. The APNIC dataset is available as plotted in Fig.

1, which includes 190 million IP addresses, and GeoIP2

connection type database covers 85% of IP addresses in

Japan.

Reverse DNS lookup scheme is used to identify the

communication types. In the proposed scheme, we used

Python geoip2 ver.4.1.0 library and GeoLite2-country

datasets to identify the nations of the IP address in the

IoT honeypot log data. Python dnspython ver.2.0.0 li-

brary and Google Public DNS Server (8.8.8.8) is speci-

fied for mobile network identification using reverse DNS

lookup.

2.2 Mechanism for uplink speed estimation

We use the Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT) dataset

in MLab project data, supplied in Google Cloud Plat-

form (GCP) [18], the particular table ”measurement-

lab:ndt.unified uploads”, is used. The dataset is col-

leted during 2009/02/18-2020/08/18. We collected the

IP addresses and upload speed from the dataset with

a size of 947.4 GB. In order to verify the corectness

of the proposed method, we compare the estimated up-

link speed by collecting IP ranges of Softbanks users, in-
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図 7 Uplink speed detected by different networks

図 8 Histogram of uplink speed of cellular connection

cluding 107 networks, during 2019/4/1-2019/9/30 such as

”126.208.128.0/17”, etc, for comparation. We downloaded

and analyzed the provided data and found that it covers

54.8% of ASNs in Japan.

The illustration is plotted in Fig. 2. The input data is

the IP address of the infected devices, and the output data

include the mobile network types, and the uplink speed.

3. Analysis results of IoT honeypot log

3.1 Mobile network identification results of at-

tackers in IoT honeypot log

In order to crosscheck two different resources, connec-

tion types provided from GeoIP2 and uplink measure-

ment data from MLab project, we use IoT honeypot log

data [19], which provide IP addresses of infected host ob-

served during 2020/11/18-2020/12/1 with 995 IPs. The

classification of ASN and connection types by GeoIP2 is

shown at Fig. 2. 759 IP addresses (76.3%) are classi-

fied as ”Cable/DSL”, 224 (22.5%) as ”Corporate”, and 8

(0.8%) as ”Cellular”. We then obtained uplink measure-

ment data for each IP address range classified by ASN

and connection types. The results are listed in Table .1.

The connection types of the IP addresses of infected de-

vices are classified properly. Furthurmore, as depicted in

the table, uplink speed for ”Cellular” is much low com-

pared to ”Cable/DSL” and ”Corporate”, with the average

uplink speed of 40.6 Mbps.

In order to verify the effectiveness and precision of the

proposed method, we apply the proposed method to the

smartphone users of Softbank, Ltd in Japan. We analyzed

and identified the types of communication towards 39,867

IPs. According to Softbank report [20], their average up-

link speed is approximately 32 Mbps, which is aligned

with the measurement. The correct ratio of mobile net-

work identification by the proposed method is listed in

Table 2. According to the result, 99.5% is identified to be

”Cellular” correctly, and only 0.5% is identified to be ”Ca-

ble/DSL” incorrectly. All of the incorrect IPs are belong

to a particular IP range ”126.204.192.0/21”, and the up-

link speed of the communication is plotted in Fig. 3. The

uplink speed of the two results are approximately similar,

thus we suggest that the 0.5% part of IPs be the result of

false estimation.

Connection types and ISP results of IoT honeypot log

analylsis is plotted in Fig. 4. According to this method,

we can specify the ISP information of most attaks, and

then estimate the scale of IoT attacks according to the

ISP information.

Figure 5 lists the detection result of the nations from

IoT honeypot log. According to the results, it suggest

China, United States, and Russia ranks in top 3 nations

with IoT attacks. As a target application, the proposed

method can focuses on the nations of attack sources for

monitering attacks during a specified events, for example,

olympic games and bitcoin trading, etc.

3.2 Uplink speed for attackers in honeypot log

The results of uplink speed on networks of with more

than 1000 IPs in each IP range are as follows. Figure. 6

plots uplink speed of different communication types, in-

cluding Cable/DSL, Corporate, Cellular, and Unknown.

The average uplink speed of cellular connection is 40.6

Mbps. Since the differences of the uplink speed between

wire and wireless connections are obvious, it suggests the

proposed mobile network identification method is proba-
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図 9 Maximum values of uplink speed for each network with

more than 1000 IPs

bly correct. Uplink speed categoried by the network con-

nection types and nations/regions are available as the re-

sults.

Figure. 7 plots the average uplink speed for each net-

work for each IP range. Though the average uplink speed

is various, the mainstream trend of each IP range is ap-

promimately similar, which is conformity to the result

of histogram of each network plotted in Fig. 8. Since

the distribution feature of each network is similar, that

we extract the maxmum uplink speed of each network

with more than 1000 IPs to estimate the maximum up-

link speed, which is plotted in Fig. 9. According to the

results, a maximum of uplink speed of 32 Mbps is avail-

able, which is as the same as the open result of Softbank

mobile users.

3.3 Discussion

Uplink speed of different networks by nations/regions

and connection types are avalable from IP addresses by

the proposed method. Figure. 10 plots the results par-

tially from the IoT honeypot log that we collected. The

detected uplink speed values depend on the period and

data monitored in the honeypot log. This mechanism

can be applied to any malware log with IP address of

infected devices and timestamps. Specific cyber security

incident occured from particular nations/regions can be

observed, and furthermore, the scale of attack can be es-

timated by the proposed network identification and uplink

speed, which could be a reference to make measurement

against cyber pandemic.

Furthermore, all of these results above are estimated

and analyzed by AS numbers in the same IP range. Be-

sides, in order to verify whether the proposed method can

identify and divide the cable and celullar traffic precisely,

we also experimentally analyze the uplink speed by each

表 3 Details of data for analysis of uplink speed for communi-

cation types using IP address

Conection # of IP # of IP Ratio of IPs in # of

type addresses NDT dataset in NDT dataset records

Cellular 7,925,504 181,556 2.29% 415,813

Cable/DSL 144,285,648 970,378 0.67% 3,675,924

Dialup 627,200 2,129 0.34% 4,247

Corporate 8,722,809 4,511 0.05% 34,749

None 28,567,223 21,738 0.08% 70,914

Total 190,128,384 1,180,312 0.62% 4,201,647

(1) Cable/DSL network (2) Corporate network

(3) Cellular network (4) Unknown

図 10 Uplink speed for variable networks and nations/regions

from IoT honeypot log (partially)

IP independently. The dataset we used is plotted in Ta-

ble 3 from GeoIP2 connection type database, including

190,128,384 IPs. The results of uplink speed of each IP

address by different network types are plotted in Fig. 11.

According to the results, the uplink speed of cable, cellu-

lar, corporate are totally different, which matches the the-

oretical values approximately and makes cellular traffic,

including IoT access distinguishable from all of the net-

work communications using the proposed method, with

only IP address as the input data. It suggests our pro-

posed method could be applied to almost honeypot log to

moniter infected devices in Japan.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel mobile network iden-

tification method to identify the communication types

(Cable/DSL, Corporate, Cellular, or Unknown using IP

addresses from the collected IoT honeypot log data, by

crosschecking multiple databases for IoT Botnet attack

monitering. As a result, 99.5% is successfully identified

by verifying the results referring to smartphone access
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図 11 Uplink speed for different network types for IP addresses

IPs from Softbank, Ltd. Furthermore, we estimated the

uplink speed of cellular communication by crosschecking

mobile access datasets as a preliminary research. We also

verified the precision of our method, by comparing the up-

link speed of specified IP addresses in IP ranges specified

in Softbank’s report, partially. According to the statisti-

cal analysis results, the average of the maximum of uplink

speed is 40.6 Mbps, which is align with the result released

in Softbank, Ltd reported in 2019, which suggested the av-

erage uplink speed of smartphone users is approximately

32 Mbps. Thus, the effectiveness of the proposed celullar

identify model has been verified.

The disadvatage of this method, which is also the chal-

lenge of this research field, that the proposed method

can not detect or trace the IP masquerade, using proxy

servers. Additionally, the verification of the precious of

celullar identification is challenging, and the solution is

challenge. Comparing the results to multiple real monitor-

ing database towards cellular communication traffic, in-

cluding IP addresses and communication types is as listed

as a future work.
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